Tunisia: an attractive investment site for ICT companies

**Tunis, May 14, 2009-** The online business news site *African Manager* reports that 11 foreign ICT companies either settled or invested in Tunisia in 2008. Citing a recent study carried out by “Anima Investment Network” the website writes that French ICT companies such as “Segula technologies”, “Tessi”, “Sodifrance”, “IGE+XOA”, “CBS”, “Genitech”, “Aexia”, “Owliance”, “eXo Platform Sas”, in addition to the American “Micros Fidelio” have set up projects in Tunisia. The Emirati “Billboard Consulting” specialised in billing software has also opened a venture in Tunisia, writes African Manager. A previous study published in April 2009 by the Tunisian laboratory for the competitiveness of Tunisian enterprises (LINCET), has shown that Tunisia tops the field when it comes to ICT capacity, accessibility and regulations.
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